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Congratulations to all our winners, and thanks to 

all who participated.  We hope you will all join us 

again in 2021, for the next Maryland DC QSO Party! 
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PS:  We are proud to tell you that at least one contact was reported with every jurisdiction 

covered by the Maryland DC QSO Party in 2020.  
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enough QSO Parties, you begin to notice things.  One is that most of your 

contacts come from the relatively highly populated areas.  You might also notice that the 

larger clubs are in found in those areas, and as a result the winners in the club category 

tend to come from the suburbs surrounding major cities.  What you might not notice is that 

smaller clubs and clubs in less populated areas from competing

for many participants, the idea of working a new county, especially in a low 

population density area is especially appealing.  County hunters appreciate it when the 

more rare counties take part.  So do we! 
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We want to thank all the clubs who’s members entered themselves in the Maryland Club 

Membership Participation Trophy competition and hope many other Maryland clubs will 

join them in doing so next year.   

PS:  We are proud to tell you that at least one contact was reported with every jurisdiction 

ed by the Maryland DC QSO Party in 2020.     
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